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	Text16: It is a ‘residential hotel’ development of a scale and density that amplifies existing problems.It is of excessive height, bulk and site coverageThe social license of this development, on this site, is completely missing; by not enhancing, but diminishing existing uses of the precinct, it does not acknowledge the importance of the precinct to Inverloch. It is at the epicentre of vistas that will be `wall off’ to and from the town, to and from the Inlet and The GladeTowers over, dominates and will corrode the ambience of The Glade, Rainbow Park and all its users.Takes the adjoining public land from the public and make it the virtual front yard of the development.This development if allowed to proceed will affect us directly by changing the sole reasons for owning property in this gorgeous town. 
	Text17: This proposal is an inappropriate use of the land given it's unique position in the town and does not fit with the ambience of the town and it's surronding grounds.It screams of over development for the town, and I'm concerned about the potential loss to existing businesses with the competition from this development, the town cannot support such a massive structure full of more businesses as well as those that are already there.This development has the potential to destroy the future direction of Inverloch and its character as a coastal town. The loss of the towns character would be devastating to the area.To allow a structure of such size and bulk as proposed in the Planning Application overshadows everybody and creates a feeling of exclusion, not inclusion.
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